Abstract. Antimalarials, in particular artemisinin-based combination therapies (ACTs), are critical tools in reducing the global burden of malaria, which is concentrated in sub-Saharan Africa. Performing and reporting antimalarial efficacy studies in a transparent and standardized fashion permit comparison of efficacy outcomes across countries and time periods. This systematic review summarizes study compliance with WHO laboratory and reporting guidance pertaining to antimalarial therapeutic efficacy studies and evaluates how well studies from sub-Saharan Africa adhered to these guidelines. We included all published studies (January 2020 or before) performed in sub-Saharan Africa where ACT efficacy for treatment of uncomplicated Plasmodium falciparum infection was reported. The primary outcome was a composite indicator for study methodology consistent with WHO guidelines for statistical analysis of corrected efficacy, defined as an article presenting a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of corrected efficacy or reporting a per-protocol analysis where new infections were excluded from the numerator and denominator. Of 581 articles screened, we identified 279 for the review. Molecular correction was used in 83% (232/279) to distinguish new infections from recrudescences in subjects experiencing recurrent parasitemia. Only 45% (99/221) of articles with therapeutic efficacy as a primary outcome and performing molecular correction reported corrected efficacy outcomes calculated in a way consistent with WHO recommendations. These results indicate a widespread lack of compliance with WHO-recommended methods of analysis, which may result in biases in how antimalarial effectiveness is being measured and reported from sub-Saharan Africa.

INTRODUCTION

With each introduction of a novel Plasmodium falciparum antimalarial comes a corresponding report of resistance shortly thereafter. Spread of resistance is a major challenge facing malaria control. The global malaria control community recommends regular programmatic monitoring of therapeutic efficacy of antimalarials to mitigate the effects of emerging resistance on malaria morbidity and mortality.

Since 1965, the WHO has advocated use of a standardized protocol for in vivo monitoring of antimalarial efficacy, with major revisions in 2003 and 2009. Adherence to a common protocol allows standardization of reporting, the ability to compare efficacy data across countries and over time, and coordination of effective response strategies.

In vivo therapeutic efficacy studies (TESs) administer antimalarials to individuals with laboratory-confirmed, symptomatic malaria infection and follow them over the course of several weeks to assess treatment outcome. These efficacy outcomes may serve as early warnings of antimalarial resistance emergence. Efficacy is measured as the proportion of patients "cured" with an adequate clinical and parasitological response (ACPR), defined as clearance of initial parasitemia and maintenance of blood slide negativity over the course of follow-up. Following treatment, a study subject is still likely to be exposed to infectious mosquito bites, especially in high-transmission settings where the likelihood of reinfection during the follow-up period is high, posing the risk of acquiring a new infection during the period. Consequently, recurrent parasitemia during follow-up can be attributed to either a new infection or persistence of a strain from the original infection (recrudescence), with only the latter considered evidence of true drug failure (for a glossary of commonly used terms in antimalarial efficacy monitoring, see Table 1). Determining whether a new infection or recrudescence has occurred is complicated by the fact that in areas of high transmission, the typical setting of TESs in sub-Saharan Africa, individuals are often infected with more than one strain both at treatment and/or recurrence.

Differentiating between new infection and recrudescence is critical in assessing an antimalarial’s true efficacy—its ability to clear the original malaria infection(s) in the patient at time of treatment.

The WHO has published guidance on laboratory methods to classify a study subject’s recurrent parasitemia as either a new infection or recrudescence and also has provided guidance on incorporating these outcomes into a calculation of final antimalarial efficacy. Classifying recurrent parasitemia as a new infection or recrudescence is called molecular correction because it involves molecular genotyping to compare parasite genotype(s) present before treatment (day zero [D0]) with genotype(s) present on the day of recurrent parasitemia (DX). Because many approaches exist to genotype parasites and compare those genotypes to decide whether they “match,” the WHO issued standardized guidance on genotyping parasites in the context of antimalarial efficacy trials following a 2007 technical meeting. The guidance discussed microsatellite- and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-based genotyping strategies but primarily focused on the fragment length polymorphic loci msp1, msp2, and glurp, which had emerged as the most widespread genotyping loci at that time.
According to the WHO standard guidance, a recurrent parasitemia is only classified as a recrudescence if its DX sample matches at least one of the D0 sample’s alleles at every individual locus studied. This requirement for a match of at least one allele at each locus is decisive for calling the recurrent infection a recrudescence, irrespective of the loss or gain of additional alleles from D0 to DX. For the recurrent parasitemia to be classified as a new infection, all alleles for at least one locus at DX must be different from those present at D0. When using \textit{msp1}, \textit{msp2}, and/or \textit{gluR}, a mixed infection (i.e., infection with more than one \textit{P. falciparum} strain) may manifest as multiple bands on a gel or multiple peaks in capillary electrophoresis data. Furthermore, these multiple bands may represent different allelic families for \textit{msp1} and \textit{msp2}, and a match at any allelic family for a locus is considered a match for that locus.

Table 1. Glossary of commonly used terms related to antimalarial efficacy monitoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Related terms</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TES</td>
<td>In vivo study, therapeutic efficacy trial, and antimalarial efficacy trial</td>
<td>Clinical outcome trial to assess antimalarial efficacy in patients with malaria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent parasitemia</td>
<td>Late recurrence and late treatment failure*</td>
<td>Recurrence of microscopy-detectable parasitemia during follow-up despite initial clearance, typically defined as occurring 7 days or longer after initiation of therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New infection</td>
<td>Reinfection</td>
<td>Recurrent parasitemia due to a new infection with a parasite strain/clone different from the strain/clone from the original infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recrudescence</td>
<td>True treatment failure</td>
<td>Recurrent parasitemia due to inadequate clearance of a parasite strain/clone from the original infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>Marker and gene</td>
<td>A polymorphic site or region in the parasite genome that can be used to differentiate between different parasite strains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allele</td>
<td>Band and haplotype</td>
<td>A distinct variant of a given locus; even though \textit{Plasmodium} is haploid in the human host, multiple alleles can be observed in a given sample due to a multi-clone infection (concurrent infection by more than one strain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular correction</td>
<td>PCR correction</td>
<td>Process by which cases of recurrent parasitemia are classified as new infections or recrudescences by comparison of parasite genotypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR-corrected efficacy</td>
<td>Corrected efficacy</td>
<td>Primary indicator from TESs, where only recrudescent infections are counted as treatment failures and reinfections are excluded or censored</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*TESs = therapeutic efficacy studies.

**"Recurrent parasitemia" and "late recurrence" are preferable terms to "late treatment failure" because they unambiguously encompass both recrudescences and new infections.

Figure 1. Examples of \textit{msp1}, \textit{msp2}, and \textit{gluR} electrophoretic band data from six pairs of day zero (D0) and day of failure (DX) samples. For clonal, single-strain infections, analysis is straightforward (participant 001 and 006). Analysis of multi-strain infections is more complicated and governed according to the 2007 WHO standard guidance. The presence of at least one shared allele (band) at any allelic family between D0 and DX samples at all genotyped loci is sufficient to provide evidence of recrudescence (participants 001–004, star denotes a shared allele). Notably, loss (participant 002), gain (participant 003), or both loss and gain (participant 004) of additional alleles is not evidence of new infection. Participant 005 would be classified as a new infection because there are no shared alleles at the \textit{msp2} locus at either allelic family. This figure appears in color at www.ajtmh.org.
The second step of molecular correction is to calculate the corrected efficacy, often referred to as the PCR-corrected efficacy, to incorporate the molecular correction process which classifies recurrent parasitemias as either new infection or recrudescence. To calculate the PCR-corrected efficacy, which is the primary reportable outcome, the WHO recommends the use of the Kaplan–Meier survival analysis, which censors patients with new infections at the day of treatment failure. Although the Kaplan–Meier estimate is the preferred reportable indicator, the second best option is to report the per-protocol estimate of proportion ACPR at the final day of follow-up.7,8 (Figure 2). Easier to estimate than the Kaplan–Meier estimator, and hence historically more widely used, this outcome is defined as ACPR/(ACPR + early treatment failure + recrudescence). Notably, WHO recommendations state that subjects with new infections should be removed entirely from the analysis (i.e., from both the numerator and denominator)3 and should not be grouped with subjects achieving ACPR (Supplemental Table S1).

There has been no systematic evaluation of TES adherence to the WHO-recommended molecular correction laboratory methodology9 or the WHO-endorsed calculation methodology of the corrected efficacy.2,3 This systematic review will assess adherence to these two important methodological components of therapeutic efficacy monitoring in sub-Saharan African countries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We performed a systematic review of published studies from malaria-endemic countries in sub-Saharan Africa that reported artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT) efficacy as an outcome. The purpose was to systematically characterize the methodologies used for 1) molecular genotyping of samples from participants with recurrent parasitemia, and 2) calculation of corrected efficacy.

Inclusion criteria. We included all published studies (January 2020 or before) performed in sub-Saharan Africa where ACT efficacy for treatment of uncomplicated P. falciparum infection was a reported outcome. An ACT was defined as any artemisinin derivative plus partner drug taken orally, regardless of co-formulation or qualification status. Multicentric studies with any site(s) outside sub-Saharan Africa were excluded. Studies with non-efficacy primary outcomes (e.g., pharmacodynamics, safety, and gametocyte carriage) were included if they reported therapeutic efficacy as part of the report. Articles that compiled or reviewed results from already published studies were excluded, as were case reports, protocols, and nonhuman efficacy studies. There were no restrictions on language.

Search strategy and selection criteria. We used PubMed to search for studies on antimalarial therapeutic efficacy, using keywords “antimalarial efficacy,” “ACT,” and “therapeutic efficacy.” This search was performed on May 17, 2020. In addition, the WorldWide Antimalarial Resistance Network publication library was searched for TESs conducted in sub-Saharan Africa.10 The U.S. President’s Malaria Initiative’s catalog of antimalarial TESs and bibliographies from the aforementioned articles were used to further identify studies.

Data collection. A standardized data abstraction rubric was developed covering metadata, methods related to molecular correction of samples, and calculation of corrected efficacy. M. M. P. and E. S. H. identified possible studies to include in this review. M. M. P. and L. F. M. performed study abstractions, and discordances were resolved by consensus. Abstracted data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet. Study authors were not contacted.

Metadata. Data on study country, year(s) of data collection, corresponding author contact, and journal were abstracted. Presence of a data availability statement was recorded, as was the inclusion of any genotyping data, either in the main text or supplemental information.

Methods for molecular genotyping of recurrent parasitemias. Each included article was read to determine whether molecular correction had been performed to distinguish recrudescence from new infection in late recurrences. For articles attempting molecular correction, the methodology on how paired samples were genotyped and how these genotypes were compared was abstracted. Data on which loci were used, how fragment length was measured for fragment length polymorphic loci (e.g., msp1, msp2, glurp, or

a. Total subjects = lost to follow-up + withdrawn + early treatment failures + new infections + recrudescences + ACPR

b. Total subjects reaching an endpoint = early treatment failures + new infections + recrudescences + ACPR

c. Uncorrected efficacy = ACPR/ACPR + early treatment failures + new infections + recrudescences + ACPR

d. PCR-corrected efficacy (per WHO methodology) = ACPR + new infections/ACPR + early treatment failures + new infections + recrudescences + ACPR

e. PCR-corrected efficacy (not per WHO methodology) = ACPR + new infections/ACPR + early treatment failures + new infections + recrudescences + ACPR

Figure 2. WHO classifications (left) for study participants in a therapeutic efficacy study, including the recommended approaches for calculating uncorrected and PCR-corrected efficacy (A–D). The final equation (E) is not a WHO-recommended approach but a common method observed in this systematic analysis. An example (right) using hypothetical data showing how WHO-endorsed calculation methods may yield an efficacy estimate with policy implications different from estimates obtained from calculations deviating from WHO-endorsed calculation methods (D vs. E; an efficacy threshold of < 90% is identified by the WHO as a trigger to reevaluate whether a drug should continue to be deployed as a first-line antimalarial). Hypothetical data used on the right: 110 subjects recruited, eight lost to follow-up, two withdrawn, one early treatment failure, 35 new infections, seven recrudescences, and 57 adequate clinical and parasitological response. ACPR = adequate clinical and parasitological response.
Microsatellites, and whether a sequential algorithm approach was used or whether all loci were genotyped (for articles reporting the use of more than one locus) were abstracted.

Sequential approaches are sometimes applied because the 2007 WHO guidelines state that absence of a matching allele at any locus defines a new infection, and therefore there is no need to genotype any remaining loci. An example of a sequential genotyping approach is assaying all samples for the msp2 locus but only assaying samples for msp1 in those samples that showed evidence of recrudescence at msp2 (i.e., D0 and DX shared at least one allele at msp2). A systematic approach assays all of the loci for all samples.

For articles using fragment length polymorphic loci, the text was also analyzed to determine how D0 and DX genotypes were compared in the case of multiple alleles at a locus and categorized as consistent or inconsistent with the WHO methodology6 (a recrudescence requiring at least one allele match for all analyzed loci). Any indicator for which the text was ambiguous or missing was coded as unclear/not specified. The text and supplemental material were reviewed to determine whether genotyping data for recurrent parasitemia samples were reported, defined as fragment lengths for length polymorphic loci or bar codes for SNP-based genotyping methods.

Methods for statistical analysis of corrected efficacy. The text and tables of each article were analyzed to characterize how the corrected efficacy outcome was calculated and reported. We determined whether a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis for the corrected efficacy was performed and reported. If a per-protocol analysis was reported, the methods section was analyzed to determine whether the original study authors had explicitly specified how new infections were categorized in the per-protocol analysis. The results table was then analyzed to verify whether new infections had been excluded from both the numerator and denominator (consistent with WHO guidelines2,3) or recoded as ACPR (inconsistent with WHO guidelines). This was performed by comparing the numerator and denominator of the uncorrected and corrected efficacy. If absolute numbers were not reported, the reported percentages were compared with back-calculated percentages under the two scenarios to ascertain how new infections had been categorized. If the numerator and denominator data were unavailable and the analysis of the percentages was ambiguous or not possible, the statistical methodology was coded as unclear.

A primary composite indicator for study methodology consistent with WHO guidelines for statistical analysis of corrected efficacy was created. This indicator was defined as an article presenting a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of corrected efficacy or reporting a per-protocol analysis where new infections were excluded from both the numerator and denominator. For this indicator, studies that reported a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of corrected efficacy but reported a per-protocol analysis where new infections were not excluded from both the numerator and denominator were classified as consistent with WHO guidelines.

Data analysis. Frequencies for the abstracted parameters were calculated and reported. We used chi-square tests to quantify the association between a study methodology with the WHO guidelines2,3 regarding the per-protocol analysis. Studies were classified by the following criteria: study region; whether or not the methods section explicitly mentioned how new infections were categorized in the corrected efficacy calculations; whether or not the WHO protocol2,3 was cited or mentioned; and whether or not a Kaplan–Meier estimate was reported.

RESULTS

A total of 581 articles were screened, with 279 articles from 38 countries included in the analysis (Supplemental File S1). A PRISMA flow diagram detailing how articles were selected and excluded is provided in Supplemental Figure S1. Nearly
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all malaria-endemic sub-Saharan African countries were represented by at least one published report, but great variability in the number of reports per country existed across the continent (Figure 3A), ranging from 1 to 30. The median year of study end was 2008, ranging from 1996 (coinciding with the first published studies of ACTs in sub-Saharan Africa) to 2019.

A majority (232/279, 83%) of studies used molecular correction (Table 2). Nearly all (261/279, 94%) of the included articles listed therapeutic efficacy as a primary outcome. Four journals alone published 66% of all articles, with *Malaria Journal* accounting for 34% (96/279).

**Methods for molecular genotyping of recurrent parasitemia** (Table 3). The most common set of loci, used in 43% (95/221) of evaluable studies, was *msp1*, *msp2*, and *glurp* (Figure 4A). *msp2* was the single most frequently examined locus, reported to be used in 96% (212/221) of studies (Figure 4B). Only a handful of studies did not use any of the *msp1*, *msp2*, or *glurp* loci, all since 2013: six studies used only microsatellites and one used a SNP bar code.

Fewer than half (97/232, 42%) of articles performing molecular correction explicitly described how cases of genotypes with multiple alleles were analyzed. Of these 97, 76% (74/97) described a protocol consistent with the WHO methodology, and 14% (14/97) performed the analysis of genotyping data in a way inconsistent with the WHO methodology, with the remainder lacking a clear description. Most of the 14 describing a manner inconsistent with the WHO methodology (11, 79%) were from studies conducted before 2009 (Supplemental Table S2).

Most studies using fragment length polymorphic loci (174/232, 75%) did not explicitly specify how fragment lengths were measured. An even larger proportion (176/201, 88%) did not specify whether loci were examined sequentially or whether all loci were genotyped.

**Methods of calculation of corrected efficacy** (Table 4). Fewer than half (79/221, 36%) of studies with therapeutic efficacy as a primary outcome and performing molecular correction presented Kaplan–Meier estimates of corrected efficacy. By contrast, nearly all (200/221, 90%) of these studies reported a per-protocol analysis. Only a small proportion (39/197, 20%) explicitly described how new infections were categorized when calculating the per-protocol efficacy. When considering the verified retrospective review of the numerator/denominator/proportion data, approximately a quarter (53/197, 27%) could be verified as having per-protocol calculations consistent with the WHO guidelines (i.e., removing new infections from the calculations). More than half (118/197, 60%) were verified by abstractors as having categorized new infections as ACPR (i.e., treatment “successes”) in the calculation of the corrected efficacy (inconsistent with the WHO methodology), whereas the remaining studies (26/197, 13%) could not be assessed. Overall, only 45% (99/221) of studies with therapeutic efficacy as a primary outcome and performing molecular correction reported corrected efficacy results consistent with WHO recommendations.

There was heterogeneity in how new infections were categorized in the per-protocol analysis by country (Figure 3B), and regional differences reached statistical significance (*P*-value < 0.01) (Table 5). Studies that explicitly described how new infections were categorized in the per-protocol analysis were much more likely to exclude new infections rather than treat them as ACPR than studies which did not describe their calculation methods (*P*-value < 0.01). Similarly, studies performing a Kaplan–Meier analysis to calculate corrected efficacy were also more likely to exclude new infections rather than treat them as ACPR in the per-protocol analysis (34/57) than studies which did not perform a Kaplan–Meier analysis (19/140; *P* < 0.0001). Finally, studies that cited the WHO protocol were also more likely to exclude new infections rather than treat them as ACPR in the per-protocol analysis than studies which did not cite the WHO protocol. However, most of the studies citing the WHO protocol still categorized new infections as ACPR in the per-protocol analysis (Table 5).

**DISCUSSION**

We have revealed notable variation in molecular correction practices in antimalarial TESs in sub-Saharan Africa, with
studies often use approaches differing from WHO recommendations. Therapeutic efficacy studies for malaria drugs are sensitive to biases introduced during laboratory molecular correction and efficacy calculation. Alterations in methodology could lead to efficacious drugs being classified as failing or failing drugs being classified as efficacious. Of these two options, the latter is more probable and arguably more problematic. Classifying a new infection as a treatment “success” (i.e., ACPR), which was performed in 118 of 197 articles (with another 26 articles not providing enough information to determine), will always inflate a drug’s apparent efficacy. We found examples where an ACT’s apparent efficacy would fall below the WHO’s 90% threshold if it had been calculated according to WHO recommendations.3,10

We chose to focus our review solely on sub-Saharan Africa because, unlike Asia and Latin America, high levels of malaria transmission and endemicity are common across much of Africa, where 93% of the world’s cases occur.11 High transmission results in high rates of reinfection during study follow-up and a high multiplicity of infection. Therefore, molecular methods for genotyping recurrent parasitemia and calculation of corrected efficacy play an essential role in this region. The preponderance of P. falciparum cases occurs in Africa, so it is not surprising that well over half of the studies assessing ACT efficacy against P. falciparum in the last 5 years were conducted on the continent.8 Adhering to the highest standards of molecular correction and reporting remains particularly critical in sub-Saharan Africa, which is likely in the “calm before the storm” of impending antimalarial resistance.12

We assessed two main components of molecular correction: methods related to molecular correction in the laboratory and the calculation of the corrected efficacy outcome. For both, we observed two main findings: 1) inadequate description of methodology and data availability and 2) methodological approaches differing from WHO recommendations. Taken together, this combination makes comparison of efficacy results over time or between countries very challenging.

Most studies lacked adequate detail regarding the molecular genotyping methodologies; for example, only a small minority provided details on how length polymorphism was measured and whether a sequential genotyping of loci or over time or between countries very challenging.

Most studies lacked adequate detail regarding the molecular genotyping methodologies; for example, only a small minority provided details on how length polymorphism was measured and whether a sequential genotyping of loci or

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study references WHO protocol for</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classification of treatment outcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicitly cites 2003 protocol</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicitly cites 2009 protocol</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study presents the Kaplan–Meier survival analysis for corrected efficacy*</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study presents per-protocol analysis for corrected efficacy*</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicitly describes how new infections were considered in the per-protocol analysis†</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How new infections were considered in per-protocol analysis, as verified retrospectively by abstractors†</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excludes new infections (consistent with WHO recommendations for per-protocol analysis)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New infections coded as adequate clinical and parasitological response</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not provide clear enough description</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = number of articles assessed; n = number of articles with a finding.

* Among studies reporting therapeutic efficacy outcome with molecular correction.
† Denominator excludes one study where definitions differed by site and two studies with no new infections.

**Figure 4.** Distribution of molecular genotyping methodologies used by studies using molecular correction in sub-Saharan Africa (n = 221), by locus combination (A) and individual frequency for each locus (B). SNP = single-nucleotide polymorphism. This figure appears in color at www.ajtmh.org.
sharing plans, most scientific journals still lacked an explicit data-sharing policy on their website. Of the 22 articles with data-sharing agreements in our analysis, all were published in 2016 or after, indicating the new policy may be working.

Notably, fewer than half of articles explicitly described how infections with multiple alleles were analyzed. Mixed strain infections are the norm rather than the exception in most of sub-Saharan Africa, and comparison of D0 and DX parasite genotypes in this context requires extra care and clear protocols. The current standard is to require the presence of at least one shared allele between D0 and DX at each molecular locus to classify a recurrent infection as recrudescence, yet we found multiple reports describing an approach that required all alleles to be identical in both samples to define recrudescence. Consequently, a sample would only be classified as recrudescence if 1) every single clone in the original infection survived therapy and recrudesced to detectable levels by recurrence, and 2) no new infections had become patent by recurrence. This stringent, and unrealistic, practice may lead to substantial underestimation of the true rate of recrudescence.

Our review also showed that many studies did not follow WHO recommendations in the description and calculation of the primary indicator, the PCR-corrected efficacy. The gold standard approach recommended by the WHO, the Kaplan–Meier estimator, is a largely unbiased estimator of the corrected efficacy, although more statistically complex "competing risk" methods can also be applied, especially in studies with high rates of missing genotyping data and high re-infection rates. Our analysis showed that only a minority of studies (36%) reported a Kaplan–Meier estimate of the corrected efficacy. Even when including studies that reported a per-protocol estimate where new infections were excluded from the numerator and denominator, in accordance with WHO guidelines, still fewer than half of the studies (45%) reported a primary outcome consistent with WHO recommendations. Worryingly, a majority of studies calculated the primary efficacy by treating new infections as treatment successes (i.e., ACPR). This inevitably results in underestimated treatment failure rates, potentially resulting in a failing drug being incorrectly classified as efficacious (Figure 2). Most of these studies did not adequately describe this important

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study region</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our analysis showed that only a minority of articles explicitly described how infections with multiple alleles were analyzed. Mixed strain infections are the norm rather than the exception in most of sub-Saharan Africa, and comparison of D0 and DX parasite genotypes in this context requires extra care and clear protocols. The current standard is to require the presence of at least one shared allele between D0 and DX at each molecular locus to classify a recurrent infection as recrudescence, yet we found multiple reports describing an approach that required all alleles to be identical in both samples to define recrudescence. Consequently, a sample would only be classified as recrudescence if 1) every single clone in the original infection survived therapy and recrudesced to detectable levels by recurrence, and 2) no new infections had become patent by recurrence. This stringent, and unrealistic, practice may lead to substantial underestimation of the true rate of recrudescence.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>K1</th>
<th>Mad20</th>
<th>RO33</th>
<th>FC27</th>
<th>3D7</th>
<th>Glurp</th>
<th>msp1 call</th>
<th>msp2 call</th>
<th>glurp call</th>
<th>Final classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>210/190</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>900/1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>200/220</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300/400</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500/1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>190/220</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Samples correspond to band patterns shown in Figure 1. R = recrudescence; NI = new infection. Recrudescences were defined following the standard WHO protocol, where the presence of at least one shared allele (i.e., band) at all successfully genotyped loci was sufficient for evidence of recrudescence. Boldface indicates a match between the day 0 sample and the day of recurrent parasitemia sample.
A best-practice checklist identifying the minimum set of essential items to be included in articles reporting therapeutic efficacy of antimalarials for uncomplicated *Plasmodium falciparum* infection

1. Summary of study design and methods
   1.1 Summary
   Dates and location(s) of study
   Target sample size and rationale
   1.2 Antimalarial studied and dosing specifics
   From which manufacturer
   Whether the WHO supplied the medicine or if quality control was performed on the antimalarial(s)
   Dosage details (e.g., in mg/kg) or given as tablet in age or weight bands; if the latter, details of bands
   With or without food
   Whether all doses were directly observed
   How long subject was monitored after dosing
   What was done in case of vomiting a dose
   1.3 Inclusion criteria
   How malaria was diagnosed at the health facility
   Age range
   Fever specifics
   How measured and defined (site: axillary, oral, etc; number, e.g., > 37.5°C)
   Parasite density range required for study inclusion
   Hemoglobin range
   1.4 Exclusion criteria
   1.5 Patient follow-up
   Days participants followed up and in what approximate time windows
   Treatment of patients in the case of early or late treatment failure
   Laboratory tests performed at each follow-up visit
   What else was done (e.g., clinical assessment)
   1.6 Definition of main outcome measures
   Early and late failure definitions
   Adequate clinical parasitological response definition
   Whether new infections were eliminated from the per-protocol calculation
   How loss to follow-up, protocol violation, indeterminate results, etc., were figured in per-protocol and Kaplan–Meier calculations
   Kaplan–Meier methodology described
   1.7 Other
   Data management: Which platform and any other data entry specifics such as double entry, data cleaning, and analysis
   Human subjects review specifics
   Consent/assent specifics
   Funding source
   Data availability statement

2. Methods
   2.1 Microscopy
   How were slides prepared (e.g., staining, thick, and thin)
   How were slides read (e.g., how many readings, what defines a discrepancy, and what was done if there was a discrepancy)
   How was parasite density calculated, including what parameter (e.g., white blood cells) was used and what assumption about density was assumed for that parameter
   2.2 Molecular correction (recrudescence vs new infection) description
   Laboratory methods used to determine the presence of parasitemia in a late failure (e.g., microscopy and PCR)
   Whether *msp1/msp2/glurp*, neutral microsatellites, or other markers were used
   Which specific loci or microsatellites used
   Whether background allele frequencies were obtained
   Whether markers were assayed sequentially (e.g., *msp1 and msp2* results used to determine whether *glurp* should be investigated)
   Laboratory criteria/methods used to determine new infection vs recrudescence
   Definition for new infection vs. recrudescence
   Explicit mention of how recrudescence was defined when multiple alleles were present at day 0 or day of failure (i.e., explicitly state that presence of at least one shared allele was sufficient to define a match)
   Range of fragment size that qualifies as a match for each marker
   Cutoff settings for PCR artefacts and stutter peaks
   Whether capillary electrophoresis by an automated sequencer or gels were used (e.g., to determine *msp1* fragment length)

3. Data and results
   3.1 Number enrolled, lost to follow-up, withdrawn, and protocol violations
   Missing data and reason
   3.2 Participant composition by arm
   Age, gender, initial parasite density, and initial hemoglobin
   3.3 Outcome by arm
   Slide positivity on day 3
   Late treatment failures reported as clinical or parasitological
   Late treatment failures reported as new infections or recrudescences
   Adequate clinical and parasitological response
   If day 42 results are provided (e.g., for dihydroartemisinin–piperaquine or artesunate–pyronaridine), then day 28 results are also reported
   For per-protocol results, provide numerators and denominators, not just percentages
   Kaplan–Meier estimates included
   Two sets of results with confidence intervals, uncorrected, and PCR-corrected
   Data collected at different sites reported by site and not just aggregated
   Table or Supplemental Table of raw paired genetic data and classification for each late treatment failure
deviation from the WHO in vivo protocol, despite nominal adherence to the standard guidance. A reader would only be able to uncover the deviation through careful comparison of the numerator, denominator, and/or proportions data between the uncorrected and PCR-corrected efficacies.

Regardless of which loci are used, using molecular tools to classify recurrent parasitemias is challenging and can, depending on the setting, be biased either toward underestimation or overestimation of the true treatment efficacy. Allelic suppression, where minor-frequency alleles are not detected, is an important factor that can impact the sensitivity of detecting recrudescence, particularly in areas with high multiplicity of infection. With new approaches being proposed, including one attempting to quantify the uncertainty around the classification, and new laboratory techniques such as amplicon sequencing emerging, an update to the 2007 WHO genotyping guidance may be warranted. Such an update would also allow for clarification of commonly misapplied approaches, such as the calculation of PCR-corrected efficacy.

Although some of the issues we uncovered have been noted before, we believe that addressing them could be relatively straightforward. Investigators monitoring antimalarial efficacy are recommended to increase both transparency and adherence to global best practices. Investigators are urged to calculate the Kaplan–Meier estimate of corrected efficacy, for example by using the easy-to-use WHO spreadsheet tool (https://www.who.int/malaria/areas/drug_resistance/efficacy-monitoring-tools/en/). Investigators are encouraged to adequately describe the methodological approaches to molecular correction and to make available the data related to molecular correction either in the published report or publicly available supplements to the article, with the goal that a reader can reproduce the results. With the recent efforts to promote data availability, journals now routinely allow online-only Supplemental Material to be posted at no additional cost to authors. Making full genotyping data available, for example, as in the illustrative example shown in Table 6, will allow readers to understand how data were recorded, analyzed, and classified.

The U.S. President’s Malaria Initiative funds a substantial proportion of TESs in sub-Saharan Africa and has pledged to adhere to a best-practice checklist for all future study reports published. This checklist appears in Table 7 and could be used with the more general Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) recommendations for reporting clinical trials to maximize transparency of published studies. One key item on this checklist is making all genotyping data publicly available. Journal editors and peer reviewers should similarly require greater data availability and better documentation of methods and results in antimalarial TES manuscripts. Investigators who had not previously adhered to WHO recommendations may change their analytical approach to be consistent with WHO methodology and recalculate PCR-corrected efficacy. This will invariably reduce their PCR-corrected efficacy results due purely to methodological reasons. In our view, such decreases do not warrant a revision of the WHO 90% threshold for reconstituting the continued use a first-line antimalarial. Many factors, clinical and operational, contributed to the choice of a 90% threshold. Rather, PCR-corrected efficacy trends should be interpreted in the context of updated analytical methods and, when possible, evaluated against this 90% benchmark. National malaria control programs, donors, and antimalarial resistance stakeholders are urged to interpret therapeutic efficacy data with a critical eye to the methods related to molecular correction and efficacy calculation, and to provide transparency in reporting, to ensure that future results are comparable, reliable, and informative.
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**Supplemental Table S1.** WHO recommendations for classifying outcomes in order to calculate the cumulative success or the proportion of adequate clinical and parasitological response on PCR-corrected results for recurrent parasitemia on or after day 7 (adapted from 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Description</th>
<th>Kaplan-Meier analysis</th>
<th>Per-protocol analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>P. falciparum</em> rerudescence</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. falciparum</em> reinfection</td>
<td>Censored day of new infection</td>
<td>Excluded from analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other species with <em>P. falciparum</em> rerudescence</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other species with <em>P. falciparum</em> new infection</td>
<td>Censored day of new infection</td>
<td>Excluded from analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other species infection</td>
<td>Censored day of infection</td>
<td>Excluded from analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetermined or missing PCR</td>
<td>Excluded from PCR-corrected analysis</td>
<td>Excluded from analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss to follow-up</td>
<td>Censored last day of follow-up</td>
<td>Excluded from analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal and protocol violation</td>
<td>Censored last day of follow-up before withdrawal or protocol violation</td>
<td>Excluded from analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Supplemental Table S2.** Characteristics of molecular analysis reported by published therapeutic efficacy reports on artemisinin-based combination therapy from Sub-Saharan Africa, stratifying by time period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study explicitly states how samples with multiple alleles were analyzed</th>
<th>pre-2008</th>
<th>2008 and after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study explicitly states how samples with multiple alleles were analyzed</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent with WHO methodology</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent with WHO methodology</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHO: World Health Organization
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**Supplemental Figure S1: PRISMA 2009 Flow Diagram**

Records identified through PubMed search (n = 381)

Records identified through search of WWARN article database (n = 251)

Records identified through search of selected articles' bibliographies and the PMI article catalogue (n = 28)

Records after duplicates removed (n = 581)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 581)

- ACT in vivo efficacy against uncomplicated *P. falciparum* infection not assessed, n=156
- Not a study (e.g., review, case report, protocol, etc), n=89
- Non-Sub-Saharan Africa site, n=47
- Non-human study, n=8
- Study published in another included article, n=1
- Retracted article, n=1

Studies included in systematic review (n = 279)
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